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HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS LAUNCHES BAUER™ Versatile Modular 

Tool Storage System 
 

Collection Features Five Modules That Can Be Configured in More 
Than 50 Combinations 

 

(March 29, 2022; Calabasas CA) Harbor Freight Tools is expanding its popular BAUER™ line 
with a modular tool storage system that can be configured in more than 50 combinations. 

The durable, inter-locking system features five new products and can be easily maneuvered 
around rugged areas providing versatility, mobility and value for both the avid DIYer or weekend 
warrior. The new products in the customer-favorite lineup are: 

BAUER Modular Rolling Toolbox  

The essential base for the modular system features large, smooth-rolling wheels and an 
extendable handle with a comfort grip, designed for easy maneuverability even in tough 
conditions. 

Made of high-impact resin, the rolling toolbox includes a removable organizer tray, ideal for 
storing wrenches, ratchets and screwdrivers. 

Strong metal latches on either side keep tools secure while on the job and during transportation. 
In addition, it has a working load of up to 60 lbs. and is IP65 rated for dust and water resistance, 
keeping tools dry and protected whether on the job or at home. 

Currently priced at $69.99, the BAUER Modular Rolling Toolbox offers outstanding value. 

BAUER Storage System Modular Organizer 

To store small tools, accessories and parts, the modular organizer is ideal, allowing easy 
access to toolbox essentials. 

This customizable organizer has 12 removable trays and features a transparent polycarbonate 
lid so you can easily see all contents. Heavy duty metal latches ensure the organizer attaches 
securely to the modular system, while a dust seal keeps tools clean and protected.  
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A great value, the BAUER Storage Modular Organizer is currently priced at $34.99. 

BAUER Large Modular Toolbox 

A versatile addition to the modular storage system, the large toolbox measures 21½ inches in 
length, 12½ inches in height, and weighs 10.2 lbs. This spacious toolbox includes removable 
tool cards for optimal organization. 

Made of sturdy high-impact resin, the large toolbox has side handles for a comfortable grip and 
is IP65 rated for dust and water resistance. With strong metal latches, the toolbox can be 
quickly added or removed to the modular system, maximizing time and efficiency while on the 
go. 

The BAUER Modular Tool Box is an outstanding value, currently priced at $39.99. 

BAUER Small Modular Toolbox  

Built tough, the small toolbox is a welcome and customizable addition to the modular system. 
For added convenience, the toolbox includes six removable organizer trays with lids, ensuring 
tools, parts and accessories are always within reach. 

The small toolbox is 20¾ inches in length, 7¼ inches in height, and has 25 lb. weight capacity. 
Dust and water-resistant, the toolbox has metal latches to keep contents securely stowed 
whether on the job or during transportation. 

Currently priced at $29.99, the BAUER Small Modular Toolbox offers incredible value. 

BAUER Modular Storage Tote  

Designed with durability and portability in mind, the modular storage tote is a must-have for 
carrying tools and accessories. 

Easy to carry with two side handles, the open tote weighs just 4 lbs., yet has a working weight 
capacity of up to 50 lbs., so drills, wrenches, screwdrivers and other essentials can be accessed 
quickly and conveniently. 

The BAUER Modular Storage Tote is priced at $19.99. 

Harbor Freight Tools has invested tens of millions of dollars in its quality assurance labs, to 
ensure you are getting a quality tool that is durable and dependable at a price that’s hard to 
beat. 

Explore the entire BAUER range, including drills, saws, grinders and more, at: 
www.harborfreight.com. 

About Harbor Freight Tools 
For more than 40 years, Harbor Freight Tools has been America’s go-to source for affordable quality tools. The 
family-owned company started in Southern California in 1977, when 17-year-old Eric Smidt began transforming his 
father’s small phone sales business into a successful mail order company, bypassing the resellers, dealing directly 
with factories, and passing the savings on to customer. Today more than 40 million customers depend on Harbor 
Freight’s quality and value to earn a living, repair their homes and cars and pursue their hobbies. 
 
The company opened its first store in 1980. Harbor Freight Tools is one of the nation’s fastest growing retailers, 
with more than 1,200 stores across the country and opening two new stores every week. With 24,000 Associates, 
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the company was recently recognized for the second year in a row by Forbes as both one of the 20 best large 
companies to work for in retail and the nation’s Number One Employer for Veterans in its category. Forbes has also 
recognized Harbor Freight Tools as one of 20 best large companies for women to work for in retail, one of the best 
large companies for diversity. The company has also been recognized as one of the country’s top employers in 
terms of diversity and inclusion by DiversityJobs.com.   
 
With core values of excellence and continuous improvement, Harbor Freight Tools works to constantly improve 
the quality of its products and this year will introduce more than 800 new tools and accessories. Harbor Freight 
Tools locations are open 7 days a week, Mondays through Saturdays from 8 am to 8 pm and on Sundays from 9 am 
to 6 pm. 
 


